
GAME DESCRIPTION
The glory and incredible beauty of fabulous lands of Gauls are praised in many songs and legends. But 
today Platipus invites you not only to hear the story, but to become part of it yourself! Become a hero 
of a legend, enter the beautiful land of Gallia to explore the wonders that lurk in its forests. There you’ll 
meet the king of great warriors, who will show you how to enjoy the fight. For the fight Gauls like to get 
involved in has between 108 and 12,348 ways to win in each spin. Visit the house of a local village druid, 
who, as it happens, has a lot of magic potions at his disposal. You need at least three potion cauldrons 
from him to trigger Free Spin Feature. Look for the cauldrons (or Scatters to use the game’s language) 
anywhere on the reels except on the top horizontal reel, for they will give you a payout regardless of their 
position and add their wins to the way wins. Collect 6 or more unique Gauls Shields, which act as Bonus 
symbols in the game, anywhere on the reels except the top horizontal reel and you will receive 3 respins. 
During the respins, all the shields with the prizes on them will remain in the same positions while you 
collect additional bonuses with Triskelions, that have the power to reset your remaining respins back to 3. 
This way you have the opportunity to fill all positions with bonuses during the respin feature and trigger 
the Grand Jackpot! 
But that’s not all! Remember we mentioned the top horizontal reel? That’s a special reel to keep an 
eye on, because that’s where you’ll find extra potions for special occasions! When you see bottles of 
potions landing on the reels right above the wild and bonus symbols, the incredible Extra Potion Feature 
is triggered! During this feature, you may witness the Bonus symbol turn into a Triskelion and the 
Wild symbol will receive a х2, х4, х8 or х16 multiplier, which multiplies any wins it’s involved in by the 
multiplier value. 
There is so much to explore in the incredible land of Gauls! Do not waste time hesitating, but jump into 
the adventure that awaits you in Platipus’ new hit - Ways of Gauls!



THEME: GAULS, DRUIDS, MAGIC, SPELLS

TECHNOLOGY: HTML5

RESOLUTION: 1280x720

DEVICES: Mobile, desktop

PLAYER DEMOGRAPHIC: ALL

PLAYER SKILL LEVEL: ALL

REELS: 5

WAYS: 108 - 12,348

SYMBOLS: 13

WILD: YES

SCATTER: YES

BONUS: YES

EXTRA POTION FEATURE: YES

FREE SPINS FEATURE: YES

RESPINS FEATURE: YES

JACKPOTS: YES

GAME ID: 563

LAUNCH ID: waysofthegauls

DEFAULT RTP: 95,03%

RTP MAIN GAME: 54,64%

HIT FREQUENCY IN MAIN GAME 28,76% (1:4 spins)

RTP FEATURES: 40,39%

RTP BUY BONUS FEATURE
FREE SPINS FEATURE:
RESPINS FEATURE:

94,00%
94,00%

START FREQUENCY OF FEATURE: 0,99% (1:101 spins)

VOLATILITY: High

CURRENCIES: 100+

AVAILABLE LANGUAGES: EN, DA, RU, ES, IT, ZH-CN, DE, TR, JA, TH, ID, VI, SV, PT, FR, ZH-TW, KO, 

RO


